The paper investigates the impact the Internet may have in the evolution
Introduction
The 'Problem'
It is commonly held that the standards-setting process in the telecommunications industry suffers from enormous inefficiencies and delays that make it difficult to keep up with a rapidly changing industry. Traditional telecom standards-making bodies magnify the Tempus syndrome (Simon, 1969) . Tempus, a hard-working manufacturer of exquisite watches, was jealous at the prospering business of his neighbour Hora. Nevertheless, both Tempus and Hora enjoyed a good reputation and new orders were constantly arriving, usually by telephone, at both shops. But whereas Hora responded successfully to customers demands, Tempus' production line failed, disturbed by the frequent telephone calls for new orders. The two high-quality technicians had radically different approaches to assembling their 1000-piece watches. Tempus put his watches together piece-by-piece. Hora, whose watches were less complex than those of Tempus, made ten-piece sub-components that could be assembled into a completed watch as orders came in. Telephone orders interrupting Hora's work made him lose only a small part of his effort, but interruptions were disastrous for Tempus, whose entire watch assembly would collapse even if he had 995 parts already in place. As Eldredge (1995) , who recalls Simon's story, concludes, 'the more popular {Tempus'] work, the more the phone would ring, and the more difficult it became for him to finish a single watch...', 'Old' and 'New' Models for Standard-setting
The Tempus-Hora metaphor highlights the differences between the old standardization model, as followed by most standards bodies today, and the new approach exemplified by the Internet.
1 Traditional standards processes and products, even if they try to adapt to the digital multilayer paradigm requirements, 2 have not done well in the marketplace in spite of considerable investments.
signalling system, residing in extremely sophisticated and expensive databases-more or less controlled by the network operator. This has been increasingly irrelevant to the emerging networking world where applications want to be functionally independent from infrastructure facilities and technologies.
Indeed, the Internet indicates that the technological potential of the digital paradigm is larger than within the traditional telecom approach. The Internet is the archetype of a model where (i) cognizance of applications semantics is strictly reserved to the users' terminals; and (ii) an intermediary layer, the IP layer, acting as a 'spanning level', installs full independence of applications (and service offerings) from the underlying network substrates-so, network configuration is absolutely transparent to customers (Clark, 1988; Messerschmitt, 1996) The later architectural specification calls for open protocols of communication between lower and higher layers 5 . While 'open' is often mooted in standards discussions, the real meaning is quite simple: the functionality and specifics of a digital interface are all known, transparent and readily available for implementation. Proprietary code and processes could be legitimate in an open interface, as long as there is complete and useful documentation. 6 As is obvious, the emerging cognitive model is to separate, within a multi-layer system, service offerings and applications from information facilities 7 and therefore to permit: (i) customer independence from the network provider; and (ii) different but compatible innovation paths at each part of the system-that is, technical diversity at all levels commensurate with each level's evolutionary technological pathway. At the same time, this architecture, building on the definition of open and ubiquitous protocols, permit seamless interoperability between a variety of network conditions (local, wide-area, public and private) to be succesful in the marketplace.
An Evolutionary Framework for Infrastructure Standardization
While the technical aspects of successful open standards, such as those of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), are progressively specified by a ' It is worthwhile to note that the role of OSI protocols include prevision for a layer which probably could play the role of a 'spanning level' (in the technical jargon it is the ODI 'internet sublayer'). However, the CCITRT (International Consultative Committee on Telegraphy and Telephony), which is the main telecommunications authority for standards, has not followed OSI in adopting such a specification and including it currently implemented network architectures (Quarterman and Wilhelm, 1993 ). 1100 ~ user-centric trial-and-error approach, little is understood about the economic significance of this method as compared with the older method of carrier-directed, user-passive teleological implementation. Mansell (1994) is right when she detects 'design configurations' (citing Metcalfe and Reeve, 1990) as the fundamental units around which discussion of the economics of technical change should be organized. However, the dictats of the configuration work differently if the user is involved from the outset instead of the user needs being anticipated by the communications provider. 8 This particular point strongly supports an evolutionary perspective for the infrastructure standards.
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The Standard Implementation as an Adaptation Process. Generally speaking, design configurations are embodied in particular standards. In the infrastructure industries, standards has always been considered as a strategic arm, setting organizational models with strong 'lock-in' properties. In the early times of telephone, AT&T, under the Bell System model, imposed and maintained its hegemony over the US telephone network by using licencing and franchising mechanisms and strategic manipulation of standards and intellectual property (Solomon, 1990) . Doing so, AT&T succeeded in imposing a particular technical configuration on the US telephone network, including, through the control of interconnection, parts that were not under its direct control.
The process by which infrastructure standards are established is now more complex than in the early telephone days, but it still remains an area of competitive strategy (Besen and Saloner, 1988) . Perhaps what is radically new is that the effective emergence of a standard depends more and more on the potential adopters' attitude-in the same way that innovation improves and develops considerably during its diffusion process (Silverberg et al., 1988) . Putting it in another way, as the interactions between users and producers play a critical role in the technical development process (Von Hippel, 1976) , the implementation process of a standard determines its effectiveness. Standards-setting appears as an evolutionary process in which adaptation makes the difference and not the initially better designed standard.
* On the Internet, the provider was basically ignored until recently, while the user community designed their own overlay data communication system responding directly to their immediate and future needs; the result in traffic growth and innovative applications has been phenomenal, averaging 40% annually worldwide.
' Other scholars (Metcalfe and Miles, 1994) propose a model similar to ours, defining selection and variety roles during the standardization process. Both approaches are based on evolutionary concepts of technical change (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Dosi, 1988; Nelson, 1994) .
Standards Open to Innovation and to Internetworking. A second way in which users' involvement affects standardization practices is in the patterns of standards change.
As a general statement, standards emergence constitutes a very decisive stage in the innovation-diffusion process: beyond the emergence of a formal standard, uncertainty is reduced and technical development follows rather a 'quasi-equilibrium path', until the introduction of a new major innovation.
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Standards embody a permanent tension between static efficiency (scale economies, capture of externalities etc.) on the one hand and dynamic efficiency (incorporation of innovation, network re-design etc.) on the other. In the past, changes in standards have simply followed the curve of the technical progress within the infrastructure operator. As users are more and more involved in the process, their 'learning curves' meet those of operators. But the resulting high diversity of the knowledge base makes the evolution of the system as a whole impossible. Open standards (as defined below) tend to attenuate these tensions, permitting both standardization, a minimum of technical uniformity on one level, and diversity on the other levels of the system (and consequently, 'microdisequilibria' in the industrial structure).
Another rationale for open standards is 'internetworking' (Neuman et al., 1996) . 'Networks of networks', such as the Internet, are very common configurations in the communications scene. The compatibility question in these conditions does not address simply technical interface standardization problems; on the contrary, standards are called upon to organize in real time, and in an unexperienced way, the sharing of network resources between operators, service providers and users.
Outline of the Paper
In this paper we begin an exploration of this double potential role of infrastructure standards: 'open to innovation' and 'internetworking oriented'. Naturally, as standards are considered below in an evolutionary perspective, the choice of standards goes, in our view, beyond pure technical concepts. The process of choice of standards meets the strategic behaviours of the economic * A 'radical' innovation is always a source of some network reorganization affecting necessarily the nature of standards. But an 'architectural 1 or a 'modular' innovation (Henderson and Dark, 1990 ) may also induce a shift in standards. For example, the introduction of computerized switching made it possible to use the telephone network for long-distance data connections, completely changing the nature of packet network overlays.
agents, as a large part of literature accepts (Katz and Shapiro, 1985; Besen and Johnson, 1986; Besen and Farrell, 1994) , but it also depends on learning models (Dosi and Marengo, 1994 )-both individual (firms) and collective (industrial sectors, institutions). One argument is that 'standard strategies' relate to what other scholars have called 'core competences' (Teece etal., 1994) of the firm, as they are 'embedding' (Granovetter, 1985) in institutional perceptions arising from collectively organizing (and/or public funded) research on common problems (Nelson, 1994) . As empirical evidence of these lines, we offer two 'stylized facts':
The idea of open standards did not come from the telecommunications sector but from the computer industry; this industry had tried open but proprietary solutions in order to bypass the problem of designing the same software to many computer platforms, thus avoiding sunk investments."
(ii) The interoperability issue has became a mantra of the current debates about the future of US telecommunications because the Clinton administration initiatied a 'National Information Infrastructure' Action Plan-with the objective of integrating the very diversified communication infrastructure. In this context, federal institutions finance university research projects exploring the various aspects (technical, economic, political) of the question. As a result a 'public knowledge base' (in the sense of Silverberg et al., 1988) on this issue within research communities is going to be formed. In a flagrant contrast with the US landscape, Europe is not yet discussing interoperability even though 'internetworking' is also a policy priority there.
Moreover, this work advances in the hypothesis that 'enabling interoperable heterogeneity' (Bailey etal., 1995) will be the main preoccupation of both public policies and business strategies in the following years. For our purposes, open (or flexible) standards and interoperability are two faces of the same coin, but the latter, being politically sensible, is the more visible side of the story. We begin by overviewing the communications landscape, recognizing an 'Internet bifurcation' in the long-term evolution of the sector. We suggest that the transition from one state to another appears to be highly complicated, since both Schumpeterian 'creative destruction'forces (Schumpeter, 1945) and 
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Pavitt's 'creative accumulation' patterns (Pavitt, 1986) will inevitably co-exist (Section 2). In Section 3 we interpret the interoperability requirement as an effort to 'transplant' to telecommunications networks a particular and very innovative Internet concept, the 'spanning layer*. Section 4 concludes with some very preliminary remarks on the industrial structure of the interoperable networks. (Neuman etal., 1996) . With the introduction of radio technology into telecommunications, predominantly around 1915-1925, the old arguments of natural monopoly for telecommunications provision in the USA took a new route. The technologies fragmented, despite initial, somewhat futile efforts to consolidate broadcasting and wireline modes complicated by antitrust and other political factors. Separate and bundled delivery networks were built for what was presented as diverse communications modes: a telephone network for point-to-point 'public' voice communications, two public telegraph networks (one overlay on the telephone system for teletypewriters and another separate, but not directly competitive, for telegram delivery), major separation of radio facilities, advertising-financed commercial broadcasting, and select uses of the spectrum for maritime, military, public safety, railroad and other dedicated applications (Kavassalis, 1995; Neuman et al., 1996) .
Internet Bifurcation-Two Patterns of Technological Evolution
The separation and fragmentation of technologies, despite growing underlying component convergence, continued into the era of cable television, arguably guiding, and stunting, cable's development as anything but a direct extension of broadcasting modes and frequencies. As in nature, some innovative evolutions take place when biota are isolated from external influences (Gould, 1980) . But sometimes isolation ill-prepares species for resource competition when thrust into the external world. Cable as an industry, despite its potential for carrying enormous bandwidths, may yet succumb to the viruses of its surroundings, having been separated for too long from the surrounding dominant forces of telecommunications: data communications and digital processing, satellite transmission and highspeed switching.
Cumulativeness. The pace of technical change has been quite different among these isolated networks. Change in radio broadcasting has been slow, the last significant innovation, in the 1930s, being FM to reduce noise and distortion. Basic monochrome television technology dates to the same period and colour about a decade later. Even proposed high-definition systems, until the radical and recent input of digital electronics from computer R&D, had been following the same mundane, slow change path. Major innovations in 1105 broadcasting have come from outside of broadcasting venues: magnetic recording (both audio and video) was developed and funded by the computer industry (Snyder, 1980; Solomon, 1990) ; satellites from the telecommunications firms; high-fidelity sound from the recording and motion picture industries; and high-resolution imaging from the computer and military surveillance sectors. And still, today, broadcasting is much the same as it has been for half a century. Proposed changes towards interactive systems may mark the beginnings of a new convergence cycle. Among these isolated networks, telecommunications has shown the most significant series of continuous innovations, but not as innovative as the computer industry itself. Telecommunications has benefited from a continuous 'technological transfer', both within the industry from its own investments in R&D (Bell Labs, CNET etc.) and from external factors such as microelectronics and the development of the stored-program digital computer. It is recognized that even though telecommunications firms contributed to the latter forces, the impetus for rapid evolution came from the military sector (Snyder, 1980; Flamm, 1988; Solomon, 1990) , and particularly from the pressure of the Cold War. However, while telecommunications has shown more innovative potential than broadcasting, technical change in telecommunications has followed what Pavitt called 'creative accumulation' patterns.
13 That is, change may have been significant but in a relatively narrow direction, and without any turbulent effect on its underlying industrial structure.
Indeed, the main trends of telecommunications technology change have been: (i) the continual decline in the cost of transmission facilities, initially with the introduction of multiplexed carriers, and more recently through the use of fibre and coaxial circuits; and (ii) the upgrading of the switching technology with the development of huge, but cost-effective switching fabrics, and finally digitally based control systems. 14 Nevertheless, while subsystem technologies evolved and innovations were introduced, no revolutionary changes in network architecture replaced the basic double star: even if switching functionality has moved to more distributed locations, telephone administrations prefer 'network resources' to be bundled and network access to be controlled by proprietary interfaces. Furthermore, truly new capabilities needed for 'upgrading style' changes at the level of local or toll switches were traditionally-developed in the context of closed alliances between telecommunications operators and manufacturers. Innovations such as ISDN and projected INs were employed in order to protect the vested interests of the incumbent telecommunications operators and their equipment suppliers (Mansell, 1994) .
Discontinuities Are Also Possible. In overview, as David (1992) states, strong (creative) cumulativeness is inherent in infrastructure industries. Here, the evolution pattern consists in adding one layer to another. As David (1992) writes:
Large scale technological systems such as railroads, electrical utilities, and telephone networks, have been built sequentially, through an evolutionary process in which the design and operation of constituent components undergoes both continuous and discrete adaptations to the specific technical, economic and politico-legal circumstances in which new opportunities and problems are perceived (p. 175).
We suggest in amplification of this concept that evolutionary bifurcations or quantum 'jumps' towards new 'evolutionary branches' (Dosi, 1982; Silverberg, 1991) cause 'creative destruction' within a sector. These may be perceived as discontinuities along the evolutionary path, yielding, in the case of communications, new network architectures.
The Internet: a Quantum Jump?
The Internet can be perceived as a paradigmatic rupture in the carriers' strategies 'embedded' and cumulative industrial evolution. The development of internetworked computers, as customer-controlled and owned equipment, . was made possible by an unpredictable development of two technological breakthroughs: packet-switching and the Internet protocol suite.
The Ingredients of the New Pattern: Packet-switching and TCP/IE Packet-switching (datagram), a 'connectionless' service model, is very different in concept than the circuit-switching used by the telecommunications networks: data to be communicated are broken into short packets, each packet is forwarded from one computer to another until it arrives in its destination, and a 'header' on the packet 'self-regulates' routing from the sender to the receiver with the network offering 'best-effort service' 1107
(termed a multistage 'store-and-forward' process). From the user's perspective, the network requires no set-up or tear-down time, and it offers no bounds on bandwidth, up to the maximum possible constrained by access, backbone size and, of course, congestion. In comparison, data on circuitswitched networks encounter fixed bandwidth constraints, pre-allocation of network resources requiring an end-to-end circuit to be established before the communication begins and to remain open during the connection time. Circuit networks deliver data at a fixed bandwidth with a fixed delay. On the contrary, the great advantage of packet-switching (datagram) is the 'statistical sharing' 15 of the network resources that signifies (for burst traffic) a better exploitation of the available bandwidth.
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The other radical network approach, the Internet protocols TCP/IP, came from computer science research targeted to create software structures for flexible and dynamic interconnection among technologically heterogeneous computers and computer networks. 17 The architecture chosen was very different to that used by telephony and to some extent telegraphy. Instead of Central Offices connected to customers via direct (and dedicated) circuits in a star pattern, and to other Central Offices in a hierarchical structure on shared circuits, the Internet protocols maximize sharing using the concept of 'gateways'. The gateways under IP work independently of the packet size and clock speeds which may come from one network to another. TCP assumes that IP takes care of routing and network anomalies, including noise. Transmission characteristics are ignored by IP and left solely for TCP to handle. On the contrary, on conventional networks, transmission and network problems are both handled and controlled by the network administrator.
The Emergence of a Different Learning Model: a Successful Paradigmatic Shift. The ARPANET/Internet model conflicted with existing telecommunications practice. TCP/IP, funded and made freely available to the world by the US Defense Department's Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) and the Defense Communications Agency, had to " Statistical sharing is enabled by packet switching. Rather than allocate a fixed portion of the available bandwidth to each user, each discrete packet of data travels using all of the available bandwidth. With the aggregation of bursty traffic from many users, this allows a more efficient use of the available ressources, i.e. lower average latency, meaning better performance for the user; and a higher average utilization of the available capacity, better network behavior for the provider. .
. " The first packet switching network was a terrestrial one (ARPANET); rapidly the idea emerged to extend the packet concept to satellite and radiocommunications networks. When the idea came to connect together the original ARPANET and these networks, the TCP/IP protocols were born (for more details, see dark, 1988).
compete directly with the ITU's X25 'virtual circuit network' for data transmission promoted by most telecommunications operators (Abatte, 1994) . We note that 'AT&T was particularly pessimistic' about 'packet switching', 18 and the conventional telecommunications administrations assumed that X25 and similar networks would be eventually superseded by the integrated services network concept, as exemplified by ISDN-an innovative step, but still within the circuit-switched, network-controlled paradigm.
There is nothing strange here. 'Firm's competence theory' (Dosi and Marengo, 1994; Teece et al., 1994) , based on the organizations' learning capacities, stresses the point of permanent tension between a firm exploring opportunities closely related to previous activities and that of learning how to do new things. Path convergence is not always possible.
For telecommunications operators, data communications, the 'new problem' in the 1970s, was resolved in the context of their learning experience: virtual circuit-switching in the beginning and, later, a software upgrade of voice-optimized switching equipment plus more sophisticated signalling between switches (i. e. ISDN, IN) . Designers of pre-Internet packet networks, including the ARPANET and CYCLADES in France, viewed the problem with an approach consistent with their experience as computer architects (Abatte, 1994):
(i) The responsibility for providing (virtual) end-to-end connection should be distributed to the user equipment (host computers); telecommunications operators put this responsibility into the switching-transmission network. (ii) Diversity at the level of network technologies is the proper starting point, so communications protocols, such as IP, should be able to play the role of gateways (virtually) bridging heterogeneous networks. Designed in this way, the TCP/IP protocols have succeeded well, adapting relatively easily to the local area networks (LANs) and responding to the building of more geographically extended networks. On the contrary, in the eyes of the telecommunications administrators, such an approach appeared as an 'unnecessary complication: if all participating networks used the same protocol, there would be no need for a separate network protocol' (Abatte, 1994, p. 200) . Diversity was interpreted as temporary and expectations that a standard network technology will emerge have been very strong. The same preference for ex ante standardized architectures characterizes the integrated services network concept, (iii) The interface to the network must be scalable; indeed, 'machines do not connect to the Internet at any particular predetermined speed or with any specific technology, they just have to be able to send IP packets' (Gillett et al., 1993, p. 6) . On the contrary, uniformity and 'high quality' preoccupations dominate the telecommunications paradigm.
The main conclusion is that the two approaches-X25/integrated services networks and TCP/IP-build upon different 'representation models', different 'interpretation rules' and alternative 'problem-solving frameworks' (in the sense of Dosi and Egidi, 1991) . Perhaps both are 'games against nature': even if the telecommunications approach objectively appears as more conventional (i.e. cumulative), it has little to do with 'Bayesian learning 1 and simple 'strategizing behaviour'.
19 But these 'games' are shaped, in a very deterministic way, by the organizational structure of the 'game-field' (Marengo, 1992; Dosi and Marengo, 1994) . The first approach (X25) has been shaped by the organizational constraints of the telecommunications firms (strategic preoccupations, knowledge and skills 'inertia' are 'path-dependent'), while the TCP/IP approach has been based on the academic scientific research strongly supported by public policy and military requirements. Building on different learning dynamics, the two network models must be expected to follow different diffusion trajectories as shaped by the nature of the selection environment. Indeed, as the historians of technology might have recognized, the two network models entered a process of competition.
Public X25 data communication networks won markets where telecommunications operators could translate monopoly in telephony to very strong positions in the data communications market (Europe and Canada). Therefore, based on this presence in both voice and data communications markets, the same telecommunications operators naturally moved to the provision of integrated services networks-a strategy justified by the possible 'economies of scope' from the mixing of diverse carriages (data, voice) in the same network. Learning from competitors and a better understanding of the technology dynamics will affect their cognitive models ("representations of the world' and 'problem-solving'), turning them to more flexible strategies: (i) 'broadening the offerings' of X25 networks with changes allowing them to offer more control to users (Abbate, 1994) ; and (ii) designing elements of integrated services networks so that some process and network control must be shared between carriers and customers (Solomon, 1990) .
Packet switching, on the other hand, became the main technology for private LANs, usually designed on the basis of Ethernet protocols. Since the packet protocols are extensible, LANs can extend to wider geographical areas using the Internet without utilizing switched data networks (provided by the telecommunicatioons operators). TCP/IP, by its 'invisible' capacity to operate under different network conditions, includingX25 networks, 20 has become the supporting basis of the global Internet, the 'network of networks' interconnecting millions of data networks, mainframes and personal computers around the world via backbone 'leased lines'.
One reason for the Internet's success has been the development of strong knowledge within the scientific community of data communications and internetworking. This knowledge by the customer diluted the 'knowledge advantages' of the incumbent telecommunications firms 21 -especially in environments with 'tight selection' characteristics, such as the USA ('public' networks have played a minor role in the US data communications markets). New entrants, such as the Internet Service Providers (NUNET, AlterNet etc.) and the Internet Access providers (American Online, Prodigy, CompuServe etc.), have better exploited this potential than the traditional telecommunications operators. Hence, private Internet providers have accelerated the Internet diffusion curve. As a result, the Internet offers, for a relatively low cost, new services never before available on the public switched telephone network (e-mail, web browsing) and may well move progressively towards subsuming more traditional telecommunications services, including fax, voice mail, voice services and even video transmission. The Internet promises to compete with the traditional telecommunications networks using the telecommunications carriers' own facilities via a form of bypass or arbitrage that had not been foreseen when packet-switching was first introduced (Anania and Solomon, 1988) .
As a conclusion, the innovative 'architecture' of the networks merging under TCP/IP into the Internet explains the rapid growth of the net. If the Internet proves to have the dynamism that has so far been missing from integrated services provisions, it may be attributed to the following: • 1111 (i) establishment of an IP gateway facilitating interconnection between heterogeneous network environments; (ii) permitting new services with 'ubiquitous' characteristics, such as e-mail, which circulates over any network even if it does not use TCP/IP; (iii) permitting the 'statistical sharing' of the network resources, making it more cost-effective to transmit huge quantities of information than the economies of fixed bandwidth, non-shared conventional telecommunications networks.
Coexistence of Different Patterns of Technical Change
Older historical analogies, such as the archetypal example of the displacement of the telegraph by the telephone, or the horse-car by the electric tramcar, do not apply when confronting the cycles of quantum, paradimatic shifts. Probably the analogy of tramcar to automobile is more appropriate to the shift from public, circuit-switched, monopoly-provided networks to the highly competitive, less homogeneous but fully interconnected 'network of networks' found in the Internet. The Tempus and Hora metaphor also has limits. While, for traditional standards-setting bodies, it becomes more and more difficult to decide on homogeneous standards, as we have already mentioned, the world's telecommunications operators are heading towards a profound re-engineering of the traditional telephony infrastructure, in order to apply their integrated services network plans-in contrast with Tempus, telecommunications operators are trying to adapt by implementing in vivo innovative architectural platforms. But the 'integration' vision, updated more recently as the broadband ISDN (B-ISDN) objective, is now focused on a particular technology known as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM). With ATM, the telephone network could be transformed in a true modular network divided among 'fundamental functionalities', 'value-added network functions' and 'top services' (telephony becoming just one of many other communication services). This would offer third-party vendors and customers better access to network resources. Even if the degree of'network unbundling', the sale of the network modules on a non-discriminatory basis, remains an open question, it is clear that ATM implementation constitutes a very important step towards a new stage of 'creative accumulation'. Even so, depending on the degree of unbundling, the 'accumulation' pattern can also become 'creative destruction'. The window of opportunity for the conventional telecommunications carriers will be very short, and the transition very difficult and probably painful in terms of revenue in the beginning. 1112
No matter which way ATM implementation 'bifurcates', according to our model of evolution, the Internet, now entering a new and potentially very powerful phase with the adoption of a more dynamic protocol permitting congestion pricing and control, and new principles of decentralizing management and accounting, will act as the source of'creative destruction' for conventional providers. From now on, 'creative accumulation' and 'creative destruction' forces will co-exist dynamically in the communications industry. Historical parameters and geo-political factors will select between the 'multiple equilibria' of this dynamic co-existence, probably yielding relatively different (local) trajectories of evolution.
We note that this co-existence, already manifested in the patterns of technical change in the data communication network, raises intriguing questions about the prevalence of a single 'dominant design" (Nelson, 1994) .
The New Language of Communications: Interoperability and Bearer Service
We have suggested that different representations and alternate models or paradigms for problem-solving have determined the initialization points and parameters of the two technological trajectories which have shaped the future of network development. One is a cumulative process followed by the existing telecommunications carriers and administrations. Telecommunications operators have strong modifications to evolve their plant via an additive collection of knowledge, a process which forms the intellectual basis for the development of so-called 'intelligent broadband networks'. A very different approach is being followed by the computer users sector, starting with embedded infrastructure and economic parameters somewhat at odds with the telecommunications industry, and even their own data processing suppliers.
Markets have chosen open and ubiquitous internetworking protocols when not constrained with other factors. And the architecture of the Internet, up to now, has been driven by the customer/user community, and therefore user needs have defined the directions of the Internet 'trajectory', which maximizes user utility (not necessarily at the expense of carrier or vendor profits).
Enhancing Carrier Convergence
A number of parallel innovations have added to the complexity of the changing communication landscape during the past two decades. The market for advanced customer telecommunications equipment began to merge with 1113 that of computer hardware and software, starting first with terminal devices and appliances to the stage where today's PBXs look more like servers than telephone switches. Wireless communications, cellular telephones (and soon various personal communication services) are a significant share of the global telecommunications market. On the other hand, the cable industry in the USA, if it survives increasingly rigorous competition, has the potential to be transformed into a broadband data access network. All sorts of new services and new networks are being proposed, many stimulated by the global prospects of complete carrier deregulation, however politically naive that may be in certain sectors and jurisdictions. Should even a portion of this come to pass, the interoperability of various networks, applications and appliances-some private and exclusive, and some publicly owned or at least universally accessible-may be essential to prevent premature fragmentation of the new technologies before convergence can reach maximum public good benefits. Without 'interoperability across heterogeneous systems', the near-term implementation incentives in the telecommunications industries will move towards fragmentation, not convergence. This has become a central strategic issue for customers and governments. Coupled to universal access, interoperability is critical for the realization of so-called 'information highways '. 22 Interoperability on the Basis of 'Spanning Layers' Generally speaking, the notion of interoperability might signify something different from mere compatibility or interconnection (Bailey et al., 1995) .
Compatibility, in the archetypal sense, means that hardware and software components are interchangeable, especially as networks grow and expand functionality (Katz and Shapiro 1994) . For telecommunications, compatibility has yet a different context in terms of appliance and network interconnection for inherent signalling functions. For telephone networks to interconnect, the control functions must be transparent and understood by critical switching components, and signalling patterns must be configurable by terminal equipment and even customers (e.g. internetwork dialing codes and patterns).
In the complex emerging world of internetworking, interoperability lies between the general notion of compatibility between components and that of telecommunications interconnectivity, but this intermediate level does not signify any lesser importance. Indeed, this level is critical if disparate systems are to work together. For example, one can easily connect on an Ethernet network, an AppleTalk (LocalTalk) and a DOS-based PC, but they are not directly compatible because they do not share the same application software, OS, or even plugs and wires. Yet they may be interoperable since they can exchange information via some protocol-conversion methods: if the networks share TCP/IP interfaces and some electrical gateway or router is provided, SMTP electronic mail, EDI documents and commonly accepted file formats (RTF, PostScript, TIFF) can be swapped and understood by different machines. On the contrary, telecommunications interconnection does not imply interoperability if all it defines is systems interconnectivity, ignoring the transport interface and applications formats. Using the example of interexchange carriers (IXCs) in the USA, AT&T and MCI interconnect each other's switches using a common signalling system (SS7) and common bit patterns for the digital physical linkages (T-l or T-3, or higher). However, being based upon bilateral or multilateral agreements between the carriers and not the customers, this level of interconnection, though necessary, is not sufficient for customer application interoperability.
Apparently, the Internet TCP/IP interoperable protocols are closer to what interoperability should mean in the context of the future global information infrastructure. The Internet protocols were deliberately designed to operate over different network structures, thus bridging (but not eliminating) variety at the network technologies level. As Clark (1995) indicates, the IP protocol assures a real interoperability condition by acting as a 'spanning layer', providing 'a basic set of services, which were carefully designed so that they could be constructable from a wide range of underlying network technologies' (Ethernet, Token Ring, ATM etc.). As a result, applications and services may circulate over a wide range of networks and this may be considered, as we have explained, the main reason why the Internet has been so aggressively successful in becoming the network of networks. The diffusion of such a 'spanning' protocol is an excellent example of a spontaneous, autoorganizational, 'collective innovation' process as described by Silverberg (1991) , running at first glance contrary to economic self-interest. However, this is a 'myopic rationality' point of view that is not quite correct, as we explain next. (Silverberg et al., 1988) to demonstrate the role of learning during the phenomenon of technological diffusion. He argues that effective diffusion depends on both 'internal learning' accumulated within firms and the constitution of a 'public knowledge base' (a learning externality spillover). 1115
Silverberg builds upon modelling undertaken with Dosi and Orsenigo
This knowledge base builds on the interactions among economic agents during the innovation-diffusion process. Naturally, there are different synergies between these private and public components in each particular diffusion trajectory. For instance, in the diffusion of the Internet, the 'public knowledge basis', supported by publicly funded research, was incorporated into the open, non-proprietary TCP/IP protocols. But we must also acknowledge the recent appearance of various private strategies appropriating TCP/IP's potential. There are three prime examples: (i) the fabrication of routers (i.e. the devices needed for the implementation of the IP at every node for Internet connectivity) is a new, very rapidly developing industrial activity, and all routers are not precisely the same although their IP interface must be the same; (ii) the provision of Internet service by specialized companies (ISP) and access (via dial-up or direct connection from individual computers to 'institutional routers', such as America Online, CompuServe) is an expanding marketplace with extraordinary rates of growth; and (iii) the very successful incorporation of the TCP/IP potential within firms' communication technologies (Intranets). There is thus an increased rate of 'private learning' paralleling the Internet's initial rapid 'public learning' rates. Brief, 'learning accumulation' within firms now appears to sustain the Internet rapid diffusion curve more so than the previous public accumulation and diffusion.
'Spanning' the Global Infrastructure...
Externalities and other 'collective effects' are frequently present in the diffusion of technologies, usually producing an inextricable tension between private and social gain (Silverberg et al., 1988) . With the Internet, this tension has been absorbed by its persistently high rates of growth, made possible by its relatively unusual initial boundary conditions of strong, informal information flows and formal (standardization) cooperation and sharing. The question remains of whether the IP spanning protocol and the Internet's open process may be the new policy paradigm for 'information highways' in a more general sense. In technical terms, this appears feasible via the implementation of a distinct 'bearer service', separating network from application technologies to meet 'the key object of separating the information service provider from the network service provider in order to allow all potential services providers the opportunity to flourish in an Open Data Network Architecture (ODN) environment' (NREN, 1994) (see Figure 1) .
This "bearer service' installs a 'spanning layer' at the lowest point in the protocol stack (very close to the network level itself) that 'spans' divergent 1116 "*"\ tepraMfltttlon9l.il*!* (lii. vteo. audio, lad, ml to on) network technologies (Gark, 1995) . But as Clark points out, a successful 'spanning level', such as II> might 'span' not only technologies but the host interfaces to networks as well, thus assuring open 'local access' (Gerovac and Carver, 1995) . Put another way, in order to apply interoperability conditions, policy makers have to focus on at least the 'network-network interface' and the 'appliance-network interface'. This focus directly impacts standards for 'bearer service" and raises economic and political arguments for competitive provision of such services. The next level in the interoperability-'bearer service' debate is how the carrier's 'broadband integration strategies' will evolve, and because broadband implies greater capacities and greater speeds in a rapidly decreasing cost, marginally priced industry, the interface debate takes on a novel ecoho-political dimension and complexity.
.
. .and Lifting Barriers
Telecommunications carriers moving from their prior monopoly tradition to adaptations to real market demands and constraints must open their network resources to third parties, including competitors and customers who act as competitors. Attempts to completely control network provision, as for simple telephony or telegraphy, will fail to attract sufficient applications to fill the new broadband systems. No provider could imagine, innovate and implement new services including content and uses as quickly and as dynamically as the total body of customers using the networks.
In this new context, functions performed previously solely by central office switches (and sold as a package) now can be unbundled in multilevel configurations. Aggressive and large customers sometimes demand the unbundled packages, and where deregulation has made inroads, the large customer can merely threaten to bypass a considerable part of their business to negotiate unbundling of control. Such unbundling (the disaggregating of the network into functional parts, and therefore permitting competitive provision) is not necessarily contrary to telecommunications operators' strategies (for more details, see Noam, 1994 )-The recent separation of AT&T's carrier and manufacturing activities is an example of disaggregation in process, potentially raising the value of the parts to more than the whole.
As we mentioned before, the main reason behind this progressive transition from an initial concept of an 'integrated digital pipe' is the political difficulty of sustaining dejure monopoly (or oligopoly). However, to counter the loss of economic monopoly, telecommunications carriers offered the IN technological trajectory with the hope of restricting access to network resources to a sort of cartelized set of 'interconnected' service providers, or network integrators to 1118 the ultimate customer. While recognizing that they had to compete with other members of the 'club' in different service markets, the older carriers expected to exploit historically dominant positions to capture a large market share and win strong positions within this restricted club. The political goals of introducing some competition would be achieved without total network anarchy or such rigorous competitive pressures as to lower margins to razor-thin levels or even below costs. Briefly, the IN strategy offered carriers the possibility of 'mixed bundling"-selling some network parts separately but permitting them to compete in the more remunerative niches, including integration of the parts into new products and services. The advent of Internet-based paradigms may have changed all of this. Indeed, the principle of interoperation places this scenario under severe stress, even before carriers have.had much of a window of opportunity to . introduce such networks. The implementation of a 'bearer service' as a gateway between technologies and applications should give access to network resources to more entities than just the authorized members of the 'club*. In addition, the adoption of a 'symmetrical' architecture at the 'bearer service' level, i.e. by designing protocols 'in such a way that all participants can play all the roles' (Clark, 1995) , would further erode frontiers between the consumers and the service providers' exclusive club. As the Internet experience shows, these elements (a network technologies-independent IP 'gateway' and a 'peer-to-peer' architecture) make the raising of high entry barriers more difficult, although attempts will be made to try to invent new barriers.
In summary, even if the Internet becomes more and more 'institutionalized' (as a result of the emergence of economically strong access providers, separations contracts and congestion control protocols), we suggest that, in the interoperable communications networks, 'club formation' can no longer be based upon the a priori 'access advantage' of some players to the network resources, and new providers may not resemble the old. The business of carriage provision will have permanently changed, and old learning advantages are unlikely to be useful in the new world, if for no other reason than the fact that the new customers, in general, will know as much about the critical telecommunications technologies as the providers. Time will tell how this plays out, but we can see the changes taking place today.
Interoperability Instead of Simple Interconnection
The above paragraph bring us a little closer to what interoperability really means for information infrastructures evolution. Interoperability calls for 1119 The reader may notice that we do not differentiate network externalities with respect to interconnectivity, interoperability and compatibility. While there has been considerable thought by the authors about this subject, we find that it is much too complex to describe in a table, and there are more similarities than differences.
substituting the simple interconnection model (a cumulative feature of the conventional telecommunications trajectory) with a gateway model (spanning layers-the Internet approach). However, the implementation of such a network technologies-independent (and standardized) "bearer service' at the middle level transfers economic value to the upper network layers (applications and services). But in this way, as we have observed with the constant modifications and evolution of the computer paradigm, hardware-software compatibility problems become manifest because of proprietary strategies at the interface level between appliances (hardware) and applications (software) (Bar et al., 1995) . In these conditions, the definition of interoperability would require some extension (or something as a progressive implementation towards other interfaces). As Clark (1995) Table 1 summarizes our thesis that elements from three different paradigms (Internet interoperability, telecommunications interconnectivity and computer compatibility) are required to merge somehow in order to achieve a new global interoperability paradigm. Yet one critical implementation has no simple solution: bearer service, the supposed foundation of global interoperability, is accompanied by very little 'public learning', in sharp contrast to the early evolution of the Internet IP protocol.
Discussion
We have attempted to illustrate that interoperability, as the 'bearer' service forming the spanning layer between network technologies and applications, is the key to Internet-like dynamics in the telecommunications evolutionary trajectory. Interoperability, as defined by Clark (1995) , should position itself as the gating technology where traditional telecommunications networks will migrate to a rapidly diffusing Internet paradigm. Nevertheless, due to the telecommunications carriers' strong commitment to conventional, protective network strategies, it is quite uncertain as to whether an effective and, smooth transition to such a gateway paradigm will happen.
In our view, interoperability as a response to the increasing network heterogeneity is more a technology-driven tendency-based upon the software-embodied separation of the network technologies from the applications and services-than the outcome of a planned consensus by industry and government. Of course, in this view, interoperability is not a definitive, static state (Stoleman, 1995) but a progressive move on a curve, the rhythm of which is essentially defined by: (i) the nature of technology dynamics-the so-called 'technological regime' (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Malerba and Orsenigo, 1993 )-driven primarily today by the Internet technological trajectory, acting as a force corroding network frontiers; and (ii) how economic agents will appropriate new opportunities, such as bypass and arbitrage on the carriers' existing channels.
We have also explained why interoperability as a key gating point for future information network architecture alters the on-going process of telecommunications network unbundling. It also alters the common 'convergence model', which implies that everything electronic will be supplied by a single : entity on a single channel (or a small number of 'mega-systems') universally and homogeneously into everyone's home and office. Tennenhouse et al. (1995) fear that a possible outcome of the current trend is the formation of very powerful 'alliances' of distributors (network providers) and suppliers (content providers). Indeed, thanks to technical innovation, and especially to increasing deregulation, we now see a rare sea change shuffling roles in the telephone and cable industries, and in the USA a game of 'musical chairs' among the inter-exchange, long-distance carriers and the local operating companies. In parallel with these major carrier shifts, new alliances are being formed, globally and locally, among the information-content sectors with what they perceive as future key distribution entities.
The starting vectors and technology locus in this new model are not as clear as in the past waves of fragmentation and convergence for telecommunications, or for other infrastructure industries. It is still possible that powerful global industrial entities could emerge from all these movements as system integrators of various activities, networks or network parts (Noam, 1994) . However, there is no historical track record, nor any integral reason why such vertically integrated, centrally driven entities in telecommunications, entertainment or manufacturing should be expected to innovate sufficiently to create the value-laden content products and services customers will demand to support these novel networks. So, while, closed mega-systems bundling may emerge as a result of this highly concentrated convergence model, in the meantime one can observe (in the telecommunications industry or in the railroad, as a consequence of the 'intermodal' wave of change) other convergence models with higher degrees of freedom, and therefore more likely, open-ended evolutionary patterns. Three arguments drive us to ask if the classical Chandlerian hypothesis (Chandler, 1977) , indicating that in infrastructures, merger-generated megafirms yield a clear advantage towards competition, is not a general statement but only a phenomenological one: 23 (i) The high complexity of the knowledge base in the emerging internetworking world, which seems to fix upper limits to the firms 'integration strategies'; specialized providers of one layer could become very powerful and even impose (as in the computer industry) their specific 'architecture' into the whole system organization. (ii) System integrators, putting together the various pieces of networks and applications, thus providing a variety of services in a 'one-stop shopping' fashion (Noam, 1994) , will likely appear as the modern successors of the'system builders' of the olden days. However, with interoperability and non-fixed frontiers between systems, global entities will be less powerful and probably less durable than the former infrastructure operators, (iii) The learning regime in interoperable networks leaves more space for 'entrants' learning', i.e. easier 'technological disruptions', and thus less cumulative patterns than in the past. Not that'concentration will be lower; in high-technology industries markets 'work well' and sometimes yield very rapidly concentrated structures (the Netscape/Web is a recent demonstration of this). But the stability of the concentration pattern would be essentially weaker.
In sum, as electronic communications move from isolation and stability to more dependent patterns upon events and processes taking place among their component parts, the transition conditions will be essential for future evolution. Today, the transition is shaped by the conflicting co-existence of the current telecommunications networks' 'upgrade' with the new Internet network design. Therefore, in order to better specify the boundaries of the set of 'possible worlds', it is necessary to evaluate both the initial conditions and the trajectory dynamics of this co-existence that could evolve as a competition between two alternative designs with endogenously defined 'limit-states'. This paper only constitutes a first appreciative theorizing approach to this objective.
